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General comments: sustainabilityGeneral comments: sustainabilityGeneral comments: sustainabilityGeneral comments: sustainability    

 
We observe that currently Policy CS10 relates to 'living within environmental limits' and 
that this states: 
 
Transport schemes should: 
 
 

• enhance the facilities for pedestrians, including those with reduced mobility, and 
 other users such as cyclists; 
 
• deliver better local bus and rail services in partnership with operators; 
 
• develop innovative and adaptable approaches to public transport in the rural 
areas 
 of the district; 
 
• improve road and personal safety and environmental conditions; 
 
• reduce the adverse environmental impacts of transport and contribute towards 
carbon 
 reduction; 
 
• mitigate against increased traffic congestion; 
 
• improve connectivity within and between major towns both within and beyond 
North 
 
Somerset. 



 
 

1) There is an inherent contradiction in this policy text. Living within sustainable limits 
must relate to carbon emissions. The main culprit with regards to transport is the 
motor car, HGVs and aviation with public transport, walking and cycling considered 
to be sustainable modes. The first bullet point therefore makes sense, and the 
second also although the Infrastructure Delivery Plan needs to attend more to 
delivery of sustainable modes, which we come to later. 

 
2) The third bullet point about rural bus services is complex. Real hardship is 

experienced by those that cannot get to shops, services and leisure from rural 
areas. A statement regarding existing bus services and cuts would set the context 
more fully and gives a guide regarding aims and objectives of any demand for the 
bus services planned. 

 
3) The fourth point on road and personal safety mentions 'environmental conditions'. 

This is a vague terms which could mean anything. The  risk is that it might be 
misconstrued to mean bypasses and other road construction to negotiate around 
settlements. Increasing road capacity has the effect of traffic induction and 
promotion of further out-commuting, as well as fringe of town expansion. Bullet 
point four specifically asks for the reduction in carbon emissions which would 
certainly not be achieved with infrastructure improvements alluded to. Thus we ask 
for clearer wording on bullet point four in order to resolve this contradiction. 

 
4) The same problem applies to bullet point five – the suggestion of 'mitigation' against 

traffic congestion implies road construction. What else? How does this then square 
with sustainable development and with a low carbon future? 

 
5) Bullet point 6 needs to mention quite specifically rail and bus connectivity because 

again, this policy is set in the context of 'living within environmental limits'. Low 
carbon modes must be favoured. This needs to be made explicit. 

 
6) The Core Strategy has good policies protecting the natural environment,  and there 

is a risk that these be in conflict with those promoting more and greater distance 



travel by road. How are we going to resolve this conflict between living within 
sustainable limits and transport aspirations? 

 

Specific schemesSpecific schemesSpecific schemesSpecific schemes    

We have a few comments on the specific transport schemes listed in the Draft Strategy: 
 

Scheme Funding Our Comments 

Weston Package 
(Phase 1 low cost 
option). 

 We support the bus improvements but ask 
that the emphasis on high quality buses 
needs to be made more explicit with an 
option to fund their purchase via CIL 
funding. Otherwise the risk is low quality 
buses with high quality infrastructure.  

Ashton Vale to 
Temple Meads and 
Bristol City Centre 
Rapid Transit. 

Partly now funded by 
the DfT 

The importance of 
high quality tram like 
vehicles cannot be 
underestimated.  
This needs to be 
stated. 

Where ordinary 
buses are to use the 
rapid transit routes 
into Bristol from N 
Somerset towns, the 
importance of high 
quality vehicles 
needs specific 
mention. 

South Bristol Link. Partly now funded by 
the DfT . 

Policy in Core Strategy needs to refer to 
high quality bus rapid transit which is to run 
along S Bristol Link and to potential rapid 
transit link to the airport. There is a worry 
that the rapid transit part of the package 
has not enough prominence in the Core 
Strategy so far. A map showing stops and 
relating these to the location of new 
development is needed. 

Reopening of the Awaiting funds. We ask for the words 'or its use for bus-



Portishead to Bristol 
line for passenger 
services, or its use 
for bus rapid 
transit. 

Devolution of rail to 
local authorities and 
renewed interst in 
local rail by the West 
of Partnership (eg 
November 2011 Rail 
Conference) confirms 
this.  

rapid transit' to be deleted and the 
importance of the Portishead Line in the 
context of a future rail network be made. 
This has not been debated in public, nor 
costed or analysed as an alternative to 
using trains. The line is at any rate used by 
freight trains so its conversion to bus rapid 
transit is far from simple. Passenger rail 
would integrate with other parts of the 
suburban rail network; rapid transit would 
not.  With 2,903 new dwellings at 
Portishead, and congestion on roads to 
Bristol, suburban rail services to Portishead 
must remain a priority in the Plan.  

Junction 21 Bypass 
or Relief Road. 

Funded?   

Bristol Rail Metro 
(including the 
opening of bay 
platform at Weston 
Railway 
 
Station). 

Awaiting funds. 
Devolution of rail to 
local authorities and 
renewed interest in 
local rail by the West 
of Partnership (eg 
November 2011 Rail 
Conference) confirms 
this. Mainline 
electrification and 
new franchise offer 
infrastructure 
improvements to 
trigger vastly 
improved suburban 
rail system. Recent 
new carriages and 
stats for growth in 

See enclosed map of Infrastructure 
Improvements associated with the future of 
the Wider area Bristol Suburban Railways 
and also the map of new stations/ services. 
This sets the aspirations for North Somerset 
in a wider context.  The Strategy needs to 
show how rail improvements fit into the 
whole, in terms of rail improvements.  



Local Rail  

A371 and Wolvershill 
Rd/Churchland Way 
Link, Weston-super-
Mare. 

No funding These two schemes have no funding that 
we are aware of. Are they likely to go ahead 
and how are they placed within the context 
of 'living within environmental limits', carbon 
reduction, polices associated with 
conservation and so on? How do these 
schemes provide a focus on sustainable 
modes? 

Barrow Gurney 
Bypass. 

No funding  

M5 Junction 19 
improvements. 

DfT Funding 
annouced? 

  

Herluin Way to 
Locking Road Link 

No funding As above – we are unaware of any funding 
streams for this scheme.  

Double tracks on the 
loop line between 
Weston Railway 
Station and Worle. 

Under consideration 
in Great Western 
RUS 

 

Extended car parking 
facilities at 
Nailsea/Backwell rail 
station with improved 
 
pedestrian access. 

?   

 
The Core Strategy’s locational strategy aims to place new jobs, services and 
 facilities where they are easily accessible by public transport, walking and 
 cycling and give existing and future residents a choice of how to travel. 
 Para 3.146 explains: that combine increased transport investment with measures to 
 manage travel demand to support sustainable growth. 
  



 
However our worry is that the Infrastructure Delivery Plan will default to putting money into 
roundabout improvements, such as the airport roundabout improvements listed on page 
18 of the Weston IDP (ED12a- IDP Appendix) , and the the Banwell Bypass A371/368 
(IPD costs at 28 million), the Upgrade 
 of Wolveshill 
 Road / 
Locking Road 
 and so on.  
 
Improvements 
 passenger 
 facilities at 
 Weston, Milton 
 and Worle 
 are  welcomed in the IDP but we are concerned that the IDP sees these as 'necessary' 
rather than 'critical'. In general we think that in order to deliver the aims of the Core 
Strategy with regards to transport that developer contributions will be needed not only to 
fund infrastructure for public transport, but to buy high quality vehicles and to kick-start 
services so that they can serve new housing and employment from early on. Some kind of 
policy regarding this is lacking at the moment.  

Bus CorridorsBus CorridorsBus CorridorsBus Corridors    
It would be useful if a map of main bus, rapid transit and local rail improvements (including 
aspirational) were included in the Core Strategy, these linked with development. How can 
the development of bus or rail Infrastructure be otherwise coordinated in conjunction with 
the CIL funds? 

BusBusBusBus----rail interchanges rail interchanges rail interchanges rail interchanges     

Worle Parkway bus/train interchange needed similar to Tiverton Parkway 

Park and RidePark and RidePark and RidePark and Ride    

Portbury Park and Ride is omitted as an aspiration  



Ferry servicesFerry servicesFerry servicesFerry services    

We wish to see a policy protecting the piers at Clevedon and Weston. We would also like 
consideration to be given to a policy covering ferry services to South Wales across the 
Bristol Channel, and pleasure steamers.  

 

Bristol AirportBristol AirportBristol AirportBristol Airport    

Bristol Airport needs a public transport access strategy – is it going to be rapid transit, light 
rail or do we give up and just continue to expand the parking? We need to be clear.  
 
 
 


